
A Love Letter For Loss
By C.H. (Ohio)

I have lost two loved ones since my incarceration. 
My grandma in August of 2009, then more recently, 
my mother in January of 2016. I don't know why I 
waited this long to talk about this. Maybe it hurt to 
much at the time or maybe I could not focus it into 
words. 

Everybody has almost certainly lost someone they 
love or care about. Being incarcerated during these 
times adds an almost unbearable weight to an 
already complicated situation. Please don't take this 
as me saying that losing someone in here is harder 
than losing someone out there. Loss is loss, no 
matter the circumstance.

These women were the people that knew me the 
most, and with that I feel like I lost a piece of myself 
each time. I would have done anything to take their 
spot. I went as far as praying, asking to take their 
affliction because they did not deserve the fate that 



was handed to them and thinking that my body could 
take the pain that they were suffering from. 

Looking back now, I see the fear and desperation I 
had. Toward the end of my mom's battle with cancer, 
I finally told her what I was praying about and asking 
for. She boldly told me that I was feeling sorry for 
myself. Asking why, obviously, she responded with "I 
have lived 70 years on this earth and that is plenty of 
time for me." I was shocked by this to say the least, 
and I really didn't get what she was trying to say to 
me until after she passed away. She died on 
January 18, 2016.

Some time later I came across a WIRED magazine 
article about a man and his wife who were losing a 
child to cancer. In it they were creating a video game 
to not only show the struggles of dealing with a 
situation like that, but the great amount of love that 
comes along with it. Amy Green, who is the wife of 
Ryan Green (creator of "That Dragon, Cancer") had 
a quote that I will remember for the rest of my life. 
She said, "Pain doesn't mean you failed. Suffering 
doesn’t mean you failed. In a strange way, I think 
suffering may mean you won." I hope you get the 
meaning of what she was saying, but if not please 
read the article. It is powerful.



So if you take anything from this, I hope by losing 
someone in our lives we also learned from how they 
lived. Also, please tell the ones you care about how 
much they mean to you. It makes all the difference in 
the world. Thank you for all your support, and thank 
you Christopher for the chance to express 
something that has been weighing on my heart for a 
while now.

—C.H.—


